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Hourly ½ Short @ $957.00 Jun.  

 

Daily ½ Short @ $957.00 Jun. 
  

Weekly ½ Short @ $957.00 Jun. 
  

 
Hourly BEARISH 

Perspective May Change at $960.60 Jun. 

Daily BEARISH 
Perspective May Change at $971.00 Jun. 

Weekly BEARISH  
Perspective May Change At $971.00 Jun.  

  

HOURLY Trades (for Futures markets) 

On Friday, we went ½ Short around 
$957 with a stop at $991. According to 
Neely River, two out of three conditions 
have turned negative since last week’s 
high. For that reason, it is probably 
safe to lower our stop to $971.00 Jun. 
(do that now). To prove the scenario at 
left, Gold must head substantially lower 
this week and next.     

STOP: $971.00 Jun.  

PROFIT Target:  
 

DAILY Trades (for Futures markets) 

Like Hourly traders, on Friday we went 
½ Short around $957.00 using the 
same $991.00 Jun. stop. While I can’t 
say it’s impossible, a new, monthly high 
for Gold would pose serious problems 
to current structure. For that reason, I’d 
like to lower the stop on the Daily time 
frame to $971.00 Jun., also.  

STOP: $971.00 Jun.  

PROFIT Target:  
 

WEEKLY Trades (Futures / Indices) 

We went ½ Short Jun. Gold around 
$957.00 last Friday. Based on typical, 
expanding Triangle behavior, I expect 
Gold to hold above the upper green-
dashed line for a few days. At the same 
time last week’s high is likely to be 
extreme resistance. Once the green-
dashed line is broken, wave-c should 
be underway with a minimum downside 
target of $863.00 Jun.  

STOP: $971.00 Jun.  

PROFIT Target:   
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DAILY Plot (released mid-day on M-W-F) Symbol GC or ZG 

Current GOLD Positions 
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